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Explore the unknown in this thrilling adventure that has readers solving real-world problems!The
Locators are on the job! Two kids solving problems in the world using maps, technology, and
spatial thinking, the Locators are determined to help those who need it. After crash landing in the
Ebook Library during their first mission, Lucy, Oliver, and Moe the Parrot embark on an exciting
adventure through South America. It’s up to Lucy and her friends to find and protect several
endangered species that are in immediate jeopardy. From rockslides in the Andes mountains to
volcano eruptions in the Galapagos Islands, the team experiences it all as they rush to complete
their mission in time. Will you help them succeed?Using different color maps and clues, readers
can help the Locators on each step of their journey by completing the illustrated activity at the
end of each chapter. This hands-on approach encourages critical and spatial thinking, while also
reinforcing reading comprehension and vocabulary.Full of fun, full-color illustrations, activities,
and tons of facts about endangered species, habitats, and more, this adventure keeps kids
interested and makes learning easy.At the end of the story, readers can get their own Locator
member ID number and become part of the team!Glossary included.

From the Back CoverJoin the team!After crash landing in the Ebook Library during their first
mission as Locators, Lucy, Oliver, and Moe the Parrot embark on an exciting adventure through
South America. It’s up to them to find and protect several endangered species that are in
immediate jeopardy.From rockslides in the Andes mountains to volcano eruptions in the
Galapagos Islands, the team experiences it all as they rush to complete their mission in time.
Will you help them succeed?--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKyle
Bauer is a product engineer on the Learn ArcGIS team at Esri, where he writes GIS tutorials
based on real-world scenarios. He has been with Esri for six years and graduated summa cum
laude from the University of California Los Angeles with a degree in English and Geography. His
goal is to teach GIS in a way that is understandable to people without advanced technical
knowledge of the software.Colleen Conner has served 17 years as a corporate librarian at Esri,
where she has devoted herself to building what is now one of the world's largest physical and
virtual collections of maps and GIS-focused material. The Esri Library provides online GIS
resources to educators, students, and the GIS community worldwide, and keeps Esri at the
forefront of GIS research. Conner assists researchers and software developers, helping maintain
the company's position on the cutting edge of location-based technology. Over the course of her
career—spanning more than 22 years, working in both libraries and museums—she has
championed the development of early spatial-thinking skills and recognized the need for
children's educational materials.Wesley Jones is a professional cartographer and has worked at
Esri for over a decade. Born in Calgary, Canada he studied geography and history at the



University of Calgary before specializing in cartography at the Centre of Geographic Sciences in
Nova Scotia. He now calls Redlands, California home. When he is not making maps, he is
drawing, and has illustrated a comic and several books. Wes enjoys sports, and being outside,
but he especially enjoys storytelling. According to his children, his claim to fame is his bedtime
make up stories.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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ivOver the course of their adventure, Lucy, Oliver, and Moe the Parrot will need your help
navigating South America! Put your skills to the test by working through Missions.All the mission
pages, as well as additional activities and resources for how to continue your mapping
adventure, can be discovered online at:

vMountaineeringSwimmingOrienteeringLucy is a natural leader. Always with a map in hand, she
jumps at the chance to solve problems. She loves finding ways for humans and animals to live in
harmony.

viFlyingMechanicsHot Dog EatingOliver is exceptionally mechanical. His dream is to become a
pilot, flying missions to any part of the planet that needs his help.

viiMoe is a parrot, and Oliver is his best friend. Moe complains a lot, but deep down he is a kind
bird. Helping Oliver and Lucy solve problems is his favorite thing.FlyingLinguisticsWit

viiiYou will earn your member ID by the end of the book!

2“Wow, I can’t believe this view,” Lucy said, eyes glued to the small plane’s window as thousands
of trees passed below. It was the Ebook Library rain forest, the largest rain forest in the world.
She, her friend Oliver, and her parrot, Moe, had flown far to reach this amazing biome in South



America. It was even greener than she’d imagined. Best. Summer. Vacation. Ever!They didn’t
come to sight-see, however. Lucy and Oliver’s teacher, Professor Meridian, had given them their
first mission as Locators. The Locators were a group of kids who solved problems in the world
using maps, technology, and spatial thinking.Lucy, Oliver, and Moe had been recruited by
Professor Meridian to join her special school and the Locators, and now they were finally going
on a mission. Lucy was so ready to prove to her professor that she could count on Lucy and her
team.Their first mission was to find and protect one of the rain forest’s most endangered
species, the jaguar. Deforestation threatened jaguars across the Ebook Library, and Professor
Meridian had received an alert that there’d been an increase in jaguar sightings near towns
recently. She’d deployed the Locators to find out what was happening, and Lucy wasn’t about to
let her down.Oliver seemed…less enthusiastic. Ever since they’d reached the Ebook Library,
he’d been nervously checking the plane’s autopilot system and muttering to himself. Usually,
Oliver knew everything there was to know about computers and technology, so this was a
worrying sign.“What’s wrong, Oliver?” Lucy asked.“Um, nothing! Nothing at all. We should arrive
any minute.”
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maureen e miller, “The Locators is a very fun and engaging story!. Every several pages there is a
puzzle or map to solve. I bought it for my youngest grandson and he has really enjoyed it! So far
the story has captivated my grandson's attention. His favorite part is definitely the activities at the
end of each chapter.He is not a big reader yet, but the mix of the story and illustrations has kept
him interested.- Engaging story, Moe was our favorite character- The mix of action and using
maps to solve problems was really interesting- We have found it hard to write on the activity
pages with pencils- We have enjoyed checking our answers against the back of the book- The
chapters are short, making it easy to read through for young readers- The colorful illustrations
are great- We haven't quite made it to the end to find out his Locator ID, but I think that is a fun
way to finish out the book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Locators seem like a good team!. I purchased this book for my 10-year-
old niece who was immediately drawn in by the cover art. Once she flipped through it and saw
the activities she seemed excited to read it. I was happy to see that readers get their own
Locator ID at the end. The answer key in the back was helpful, but so far only needed it once to
check an answer. I think a younger reader may need some help working through the story and
activities. Overall, it seems like a cute story and the map puzzles are fun.”

KBT, “Cannot recommend enough. Purchased 25 of these for a GIS Day event for 4th and 5th
graders. This book is so well thought-out. Our kids LOVED it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fun Adventure!. Purchased this book as a gift. I like that there are
geography and animal facts embedded in the story. Seems to be an educational and interesting
book!”

janisfarley, “Educational!. Read a loud with PreK and they loved itMix of fun and facts! Read
along with our learning of South America”

The book by Wesley Jones has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 8 people have provided feedback.
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